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Welcome
Parmenion is a Discretionary Fund Manager with
a long-standing track record in providing awardwinning Ethical investment solutions.
Since 2012, our range of Ethical Profiles has provided an efficient way
for advisers to meet a wide range of client views and requirements,
catering to their ethical values as well as the level of risk and return
they want in their investments.
This guide explains why ethical investing is more in the spotlight
than ever, and introduces the four different profiles within our
Ethical Solutions.
A note on terminology
As investor interest has grown in recent years, so has the range of terminology
describing ethical investing. We choose to talk about Ethical Investment because
it’s widely used and understood. However, you and your clients may come
across other terms including SRI (Socially Responsible Investing), Responsible
Investment and ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance). These terms have
different nuances, but all describe investment strategies mindful of their impact on
society and/or the environment.
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A growing opportunity
In recent years, concerns about the impact of our
actions on the world have grown dramatically.
We are seeing the effect of climate change, with rising global
temperatures and an increase in extreme weather events. At the same
time, there is increasing social inequality with a greater share of global
resources owned by a minority - and this minority growing rich at the
expense of the majority.
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The rich get richer
Social inequality remains. The chart below shows
the number of billionaires whose wealth equals the
bottom 50% of the global population.
This has fallen dramatically over recent years, as the rich get richer, and
own a growing share of global wealth.
In fact, in 2009, the combined wealth of the world’s richest 380 people
equalled the wealth of the bottom half, but by 2018, just 26 billionaires
had as much as the bottom 50%.

Number of billionaires whose wealth equals the
bottom 50% of the global population since 2009
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“The UK is now legally bound to
achieve net zero emissions by
2050. Urgent change is needed.”
Peter Dalgliesh, Managing Director, PIM

The world gets warmer
Under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, 195
countries have agreed to reduce carbon emissions
and limit global warming to less than 2°C above preindustrial levels, with ambitions to limit the global
temperature increase to 1.5°C.
The UK is now legally bound to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.
Urgent change is needed. As this chart shows, we are still significantly
behind this target. Much more needs to be done.

2100 Warming Projections

Climate Action Tracker, 2020
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New commitments are on the way
The United Nations (UN) Climate Conference ‘COP
26’ will be held in November 2021, where they will be
seeking commitments for action on climate change
and many other areas.
The UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI), launched
in 2006, are founded on six responsible investment principles that
signatories are required to adhere to. Additionally, the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs) were launched in 2015 and set out a
framework of 17 goals, with 169 sub targets that collectively aim to
help us build a more sustainable future for all by 2030.
The range of investment strategies in the ethical area has grown
quickly. Retail investment has flourished, with public awareness rising
from 3.4% in 2013 to 30.7% in 2017, and retail funds having grown
from around £7bn in 2012 to £20bn in 2019 (Schroders Global Investor
Study, 2019).
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Incorporating
ethics into advice
Prospective clients are more and more likely, if
prompted, to express interest in how their money
will be invested and whether it will be invested in
an environmentally and socially responsible way
(Morgan Stanley Sustainable Investment
Signals, 2019).
By incorporating ethical investment into the advice process, advisers
can broaden their client base, and strengthen their business as younger
generations come through. New regulatory change is likely to require
advisers to ask their clients about their ethical and ESG preferences as
part of the assessment of investment suitability.
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These discussions are a valuable opportunity for advisers to have
a meaningful conversation with clients about their values. Showing
how those values can be reflected in their investments can really
strengthen the client/adviser relationship.
Here are 6 simple stages that take you from conversations about
ethics to selecting the right ethical investment for your client.

Stage 1

Ask an ethical question as part of your
client fact-find questionnaire.

For example, are there any ethical,
social, environmental or religious
issues that you would like us to
take into account when looking at
your investments?

Stage 2

Identify client’s aims and objectives
and select the preferred ethical profile
[A-D]. Please refer to the our guide:
Choosing the right ethical solution for
your client.

Available on your Adviser login
under Documents [Risk Profiling].

Stage 3

Identify client’s tolerance for risk
and capacity for loss and select the
appropriate Risk Grade (1-10). Please
refer to the Edgecumbe Risk Profile
Questionnaire.

Available on your Adviser login
under Documents [Risk Profiling].

Stage 4

Select the appropriate tax wrapper
or product.

Available on the Parmenion
Portfolio Builder.

Stage 5

Recommend the appropriate ethically
profited risk rated investment
solution to your client drop-down,
e.g. Ethical Profile A - Responsible
Investor: Risk Grade 5.

Available on the Parmenion
Portfolio Builder.

Stage 6

Agree review process with client.
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Styles of ethical
investment
As the demand for ethical investing has grown so
have the styles of investment. Our Ethical Profiles are
focused on the four main styles of ethical investing:
— Responsible
— Sustainable
— Positive selection
— Negatively screened
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“A client’s ethical views are
very personal. Our four
Profiles offer choice, while
keeping things simple.”
Peter Dalgliesh, Managing Director, PIM

The four styles in a nutshell
Responsible
Governance focus
Good stewardship and active engagement
Sustainable
Environmental & Social focus
Supporting transition to more sustainable behaviour
Positive Selection
Environmental, Social and Governance considerations
Chooses investments related to particular ESG purposes
Negatively Screened
Environmental, Social and Governance related exclusions
Conscious avoidance of certain contentious sectors

Some ethical investors place greater emphasis on
positive reasons to invest, including supporting
companies that are leading their peers. Other ethical
investors adopt negative screening, avoiding certain
sectors and sub-sectors (e.g. tobacco or fossil fuels).
The investment process is not just choosing who’s out and who’s in.
Investors, especially fund managers, can influence companies and
help generate more positive ESG outcomes through engagement with
senior management and proactive voting policies.
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Our range of
ethical solutions
Our approach is to group funds into the main
styles of ethical investing. We have designed four
Ethical Profiles:
— Profile A: Responsible Leaders
— Profile B: Sustainability Leaders
— Profile C: Ethical Leaders
— Profile D: Traditional Ethical Leaders.
They provide broad exposure to the ethical
investment universe, aiming to cover most
clients’ ethical needs.
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Each of our four Ethical Profiles are available in ten Risk Grades,
so the portfolio can be aligned with clients’ preferences, without
compromising their appetite for risk or capacity for loss.
Each Ethical Profile tends to adopt more than one ethical investment
style, and there is a degree of overlap between the Profiles.
To make sure there’s a sufficiently broad investment universe and to
maintain diversification, all of our Ethical Profiles permit the inclusion of
companies who undertake animal testing either for medical purposes
(such as for developing new drugs) and/or where animal testing is
required by regulation (such as for developing food and household
products). This is only permitted where the fund manager has a clear
policy on animal testing, and it is managed in an ethical manner.

Investible universe

Responsible

Sustainable

Positive
Selection

Negative
Screening

Ethical
Leaders

Traditional
Ethical Leaders

PIM Ethical profiles

Responsible
Leaders

Sustainability
Leaders

Important
These model portfolios are designed to cater for a majority of investor views.
There are limitations, and investors who have a specific list of concerns may prefer
a bespoke solution.
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Good decision making
Eligibility of funds for inclusion in each of our
Ethical Profiles is rigorously reviewed by our Ethical
Oversight Committee (EOC) – a group of independent
ethical experts who have been involved with ethical
investing for many years.
The EOC meet with members of Parmenion Investment Management
(PIM) on a quarterly basis. They support our fund manager due diligence
and advise on ad hoc issues relating to our Ethical Profiles.
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“The EOC’s independent,
market-leading expertise is
critical to the oversight of
our four Ethical Profiles”
Peter Dalgliesh, Managing Director, PIM

Role of the EOC
The EOC plays a critical role in helping us deliver to
the requirements of our Ethical Profile mandates.
It carries out independent assessments of fund
providers, producing written due diligence reports
with a recommendation on the fund’s mandate
alignment with our four Ethical Profile(s).
We apply our normal, rigorous fund selection process to these funds,
to make sure they can support the delivery of attractive risk-adjusted
returns for your clients.
Each selected fund will undergo annual due diligence to make sure
the underlying exposures remain appropriate for each of the four
Ethical Profiles.
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Meet the EOC
Chris Hegarty – Chair of the EOC
Chris Hegarty spent ten years in investment management; managing
pension funds, investment trusts as well as ethical funds for various
Edinburgh-based insurers and asset managers. He has since pursued
his long-held passion for international development, leading policy,
campaigning and media functions at NGOs such as SCIAF and Christian
Aid Scotland. He has many years of experience at board level of
campaigning coalitions at both UK and Scottish level, such as the Trade
Justice Movement and Stop Climate Chaos Scotland. He has harnessed
his understanding of the investment and financial sectors to help bring
about significant positive change on issues such as climate change and
corporate tax payments in developing countries.

Julia Dreblow
Julia has worked in financial services since 1989 and has over 20
years’ experience specialising in Responsible, Sustainable and Ethical
investment. She runs her own business ‘SRI Services’ which offers
tools and support that help intermediaries and others to navigate this
area and understand fund options. Julia is also a director of UKSIF.
She previously ran the SRI proposition at Friends Provident (19962008) and chaired the UKSIF retail sub-committee at UKSIF that
launched Good Money Week (2002-09).
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Meet the EOC
Shri Krishnansen
Shri has had a varied career within financial services since 2009,
spanning investments, retirement savings, wealth management,
financial wellbeing and corporate strategy. During this time he has
also promoted sustainability, first as an investment consultant and
later integrating sustainability across a global fintech’s operations. He
now supports early-stage startups as Chief Operating Officer for Enso
Corporation, and volunteers for not-for-profit Money Health Collective.
Shri is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries and has trained with the
Climate Reality Leadership Corps to better communicate the science
of climate change to wider stakeholders.

Cleona Lira
With more than 20 years’ experience in financial services, Cleona
began her career as a consultant for employee benefits solutions
business, Benefex Ltd, before moving to HSBC. Cleona previously
held the role of Financial Planner for both Throgmorton Private
Capital Ltd and 2plan wealth management Ltd. She now runs a
financial advisory practice which focuses on investing in line with
values. She enjoys creating spaces where people can have honest
conversations about money and learn about investing.
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Our Ethical Investing Profiles
Responsible Leaders
— Helps support positive change through strong stewardship
— Engages with management of companies across a range of ethical /
ESG issues
— Invests in companies who manage ESG responsibilities well, reduce
hazards and encourage change for the better in their sector and the
wider community
— No mandated negative screens
— The underlying fund managers may apply screens at their discretion
— May include some exposure to sectors that traditional ethical
investors typically want to exclude from their portfolios

Sustainability Leaders
— Helps support positive change with a more specific focus on
sustainability and social issues
— Invests in companies whose activities seek to reduce the detrimental
effects of our lifestyles on the environment and society
— No mandated negative screens
— The underlying fund managers may apply screens at their discretion
— May include sectors that traditional ethical investors typically want to
exclude from their portfolios
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Our Ethical Investing Profiles
Ethical Leaders
— Combines positive and negative approaches to valuesbased investing
— Seeks companies with a proactive purpose in ESG issues
expected to drive the economy
— May include companies exposed to medical or technological
advances, or improving efficiency of water and energy usage
— 7 negative screens - armaments, tobacco, human rights
abuse, pornography production, non-medical animal testing,
environmental damage and gambling
— Screens are set at 10% of company revenue, where
practically possible
— No guarantee that all of the screens will apply all of the time, due
to practical limitations

Traditional Ethical Leaders
— A traditional approach to ethical investment
— Conscious avoidance of controversial businesses and activities
— 9 negative screens: the 7 screens for Profile C plus alcohol
production and nuclear power
— Screens are typically set at a level of 5% of company revenue,
where practically possible
— No guarantee that all of the screens will apply all of the time due
to practical limitations
— There are also some positive elements in this Profile. Fund
managers may seek exposure to positive ESG themes which they
expect to drive the economy. Profile D’s approach is more tilted
towards negative screening than Profile C
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Frequently
asked questions
Do these portfolios avoid
fossil fuels?
Ethical Profiles A and B may include some exposure
to fossil fuels, as long as the manager deems that
the company has an overall positive effect on society
and/or the environment.
However, we expect the fund managers to avoid the “oil majors” – i.e.
the largest energy companies where fossil fuels still form the bulk of
their revenues, and focus any energy exposure on companies who are
leading the transition to renewables.
Ethical Profiles C and D have specific aims to avoid human rights abuse
and environmental damage which typically means they don’t hold fossil
fuel related assets.
Overall exposure is usually significantly lower than a traditional portfolio,
but not necessarily zero.
Increasingly, our Ethical Profiles are investing in environmental
solutions where specific fossil fuel screens, carbon footprint
measurements, and targeted methods to mitigate environmental
and social impacts over time have been introduced. We will continue
to monitor the exposure to fossil fuels over time, and make sure our
Profiles keep pace with the transition to a low carbon world.
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Why do the Responsible and
Sustainable portfolios not have
any specified ethical screens?
These portfolios focus on active ‘responsible
ownership.’ This includes funds that seek to
encourage companies to improve their ESG practices
through active dialogue and voting – often referred to
as stewardship activity - or demonstrate leadership in
sustainability issues.
Employing extensive negative screens within a portfolio of this nature
may mean excluding funds that invest in companies that could usefully
be encouraged to improve or are leading the transition to more
sustainable practices.
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How does Parmenion decide
which funds are eligible for the
Ethical Profiles?
Parmenion aims to invest in ‘leaders’ in their
respective fields: funds that are managed in line
with best practice standards and offer investors
the highest level of reassurance that their ethical
objectives are being met.
Our Ethical Profiles are overseen by the Ethical Oversight Committee
(EOC). The EOC meets quarterly and is made up of industry specialists
with significant knowledge and experience in this area. As part of our
rigorous fund Due Diligence process, the Parmenion Investment Team
ask investment managers to provide details of their ESG policy and
explain how this is embedded into their investment process. We expect
equity managers to comply with the UK Stewardship Code, and we ask
all managers about their engagement with the companies they invest in
(including fixed income and property managers).
We have an additional level of due diligence for the funds within our
Ethical Profiles. Every fund provider is reviewed every two years by
the EOC to assess their responsible investment strategy, resources,
affiliations, themes, screening criteria, engagement activity, ESG
integration, voting, portfolio exposure and public communications. We
use this information to establish the appropriateness of these funds for
each of the Ethical Profiles (A-D), to make sure investments are in line
with our financial and ethical expectations.
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Further resources
Choosing the right ethical solution for your client
Designed to help you identify which of our Ethical Profiles is the
best fit for your client.

Jargon buster
To help you understand the ever increasing terminology around
ESG investing
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Awards & ratings
5 Star 2013-2020
Best in Investment Service
Financial Adviser

Winner 2018-2019 /
Commended 2021
Best Ethical DFM
Moneyfacts

Gold 2018-2022

5 Star 2015-2022

DFM Service
Defaqto

DFM MPS Direct
Defaqto

Winner 2022

5 Diamond 2019-2022

Platform of the Year
UK Platform Awards

DFM MPS Portfolio Family
Defaqto

Get in touch
If you’d like to chat to us about our Ethical Solutions,
or our wider proposition, please get in touch with us.
Phone:

03300 945 900
Email:

mail@parmenion.co.uk

Registered Office: Aurora,
Counterslip, Bristol, BS1 6BX.
Website: www.parmenion.co.uk

Parmenion Capital Partners LLP
Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

FCA Number 462085.
Registered in England and Wales
OC322243.

Disclaimer: This document is only suitable for professional distribution. Any news and/or views expressed within this
document are intended as general information only and should not be viewed as a form of personal recommendation.
Parmenion accepts no duty of care or liability for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from acting as
a result of any material contained within this document. Please note past performance is not an indicator of future
performance, investment returns can go down as well as up.
Version date: 07/11/2022

